Lovelink (answer)

There are 7 couples in the grid. In the poem, 7 words are colored and bolded. Each word corresponds with one of the couples:

- **dusk**  Twilight, Edward & Bella
- **robotic**  Wall-e, Wall-e & Eve
- **stars**  Star Wars, Han Solo & Leia
- **ship**  Titanic, Jack & Rose
- **magical**  Harry Potter, Ron & Hermione
- **dogged**  Lady and the Tramp, Tramp & Lady
- **sea**  Pirates of the Carribean, Keira & Orlando (I forget their names in the movie)

It is clued that we have to connect each of the couples (“help him find her”) and that all tiles (“corner of the world”) must be traversed. Each path between couples is also directed since we are helping “him” find “her”. There is a unique solution:

Now, if you read all the letters along the path corresponding to the path’s colors, you get:

**READLEFTOVERLETTERS** - Read leftover letters.

Implying you should read the letters you didn’t use. This gets you:

**WHATISTHEWEAPONTHATCUPIDCARRIES** - What is the weapon that cupid carries?
Answer: **BOW** or **BOWANDARROW**